
ELITE 5

Sound made magic
Technology for  
life’s new rhythm

DATA SHEET

HYBRID ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION (ANC)
Hybrid ANC uses feedback microphones on the inside of your ear, 
and feedforward microphones on the outside. This means the 
ANC performance is less sensitive to how you position your buds in 
your ear, and can reliably suppress a much wider range of noises, 
both on calls and when listening to audio. So you can put the 
world on pause.

6-MICROPHONE CALL TECHNOLOGY
Our engineers spent a long time getting the internal positioning of 
the six microphones exactly right. The external mics are active all 
the time, with extra internal ones giving your voice a helping hand 
when it’s windy. You’ll never have to say “sorry, I’ll call you 
back” (unless you want to).

6MM SPEAKERS 
Let yourself get carried away in the moment, with the 
goosebump-inducing, heart-racing, soaring sound from our 6mm 
speakers. We’ve also added SBC, AAC and Qualcomm® aptX™  
codecs (sounds super geeky but they’ll make your music sound 
amazing). Lose yourself to an irresistible beat.

SMART CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS
Bluetooth Multipoint connection lets you stay connected to  
two devices, like a smartphone and a tablet, at the same time.  
And if you’re an Android™ or Windows user, Google Fast Pair  
and Microsoft Swift Pair will have you connected in seconds.  
We love making things simple for you.

HANDS-FREE VOICE ASSISTANTS
Use your voice to talk to your preferred voice assistant for 
hands-free help on the go. Book a table, send a text, or call your 
friends, without lifting a finger. Need help? Just say the word.

COMFORT & DURABILITY
We used a database of tens of thousands of unique ear scans and 
our super-secret statistical modeling methods to create the tiny, 
ergonomic, dust and water resistant (IP55-rated) design of Elite 5. 
Because we don’t believe you should have to choose between 
form and function. And trust us, they feel as good as they look.

28 HOURS BATTERY
Get up to 7 hours in the buds (ANC on), and up to a total of 28 
hours with the Qi-certified wireless charging case. We’ve even 
optimized our fast charge feature to give you an hour of power in 
ten minutes, and you can stretch your battery out even further by 
using one bud while the other charges. So no matter where your 
day takes you, the beat goes on.

CUSTOMIZABLE EQUALIZER & SPOTIFY  
TAP PLAYBACK
Inside the Jabra Sound+ app, you can tweak your music levels 
across five bands, from bass, across mid-range, to treble, with the 
customizable equalizer. Or choose one of our presets. Then take 
your levels for a test drive on your favorite music, with Spotify Tap 
playback. The music you love. The way you love it.

HEARTHROUGH
Tap the button to instantly hear what’s happening around you, 
and when you’re done, tap out again. Perfect for coffee orders, 
city walks, and “where’s the nearest metro station?”



FEATURES BENEFITS
Audio Hybrid ANC Combining feedforward and feedback ANC through internal and external microphones to 

block out more noise

Adjustable HearThrough Lets you hear the outside world without removing your earbuds

SBC, AAC and Qualcomm® aptX™ Audio codecs for enhanced music quality

Spotify Tap playback Instant access to music

Customizable EQ Hear your music your way with the customizable equalizer, available in the Jabra Sound+ app

6-microphone technology For crystal clear calls
Connectivity Bluetooth Multipoint Stay connected to two devices at the same time 

Bluetooth 5.2 No audio dropouts or interruptions

Device Pairing Pair up to 6 devices 
Ease of use Use either earbud Always have one bud ready when the other one is charging

Rechargeable battery Up to 7 hours battery in the buds (ANC on), and up to 28 hours with the case

Wireless charging Compatible with Qi-enabled wireless charging pads (wireless charger not included)

Fast charge 10 minutes of charge gets you up to 1 hour of battery

Google Fast Pair Pair to your mobile device in an instant. Works with Android OS 6.0 or higher

Microsoft Swift Pair Pair to your PC, laptop or tablet in an instant. Works with Windows 10 or higher

Voice Assistance Alexa Built-in, Siri® and Google Assistant (Android only)

MyControls Configure your button functions with MyControls, available in the Jabra Sound+ app
Design   
& comfort

Closed earbud design Designed to achieve a sealed fit that helps with noise isolation

Accessories 3 pairs of round silicon EarGelsTM (S, M, L), a charging case, and a USB-A to USB-C cable
Durability IP55-rated earbuds Earbuds protected from dust and water and made from premium, durable materials with a  

2-year warranty**

App Jabra Sound+ Access customizable EQ, Find my Jabra and firmware updates 
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HOW TO USE – CALLS
LEFT RIGHT RIGHTLEFT

HOW TO USE – MUSIC

Tap both buttons simultaneously to power off. Press any button to power on.  
See the User Manual for button functionality when using either earbud.

* Spotify Tap playback / Voice assistant button can be re-configured in the Jabra Sound+ app
** Against failure from dust and water with Jabra Sound+ app registration
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Up to 21 hours  
charge on-the-go 

Up to 7 hours battery 

HOW TO CHARGE HOW TO PAIR
Push the buttons on both earbuds for 3 seconds, then go to 
the Bluetooth menu of your phone to connect your earbuds, or 
with Google Fast Pair, your Android phone will instantly ask to 
connect to your buds if nearby. 
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